
Boomerang Bag Directions 
Thank you for sewing some bags!!   
 

1. You should have the following for each 
bag: 1 rectangle, 1 or 2 handles.  

2. If fabric is wrinkled-iron it, it will make it 
easier to sew. 

3. Put “right sides” together and sew side 
seams. 1/4 or 1/2 inch seams zigzag edg-
es if possible. 

4. Sew bottom gusset.  See drawing below 
5. Sew handles– see photo & directions at 

right. Feel free to shorten the handles.  
6. One handle should be placed side seam 

to opposite side. 

7. Zigzag or use pinking shears to finish 
upper hem. Sew  or zig zag  around top 
of bag fold down 1 1/2” 

8. Place handles as shown under folded top   
         hem and sew around top of bag rein-

forcing           
         at the handles Flip handles up, then 

stitch around the top of the bag, rein-
forcing at the handles. 

9. Turn bag right side out, trim all loose 
threads     

   You’re finished!   
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After sewing the sides, finger press the 

bottom of the bag to line up with side seam 

stitching. 

Stitch across corner.  
Be sure to reverse and anchor it well!  

    
Then snip of triangle end. 
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4 inches from  
side seam 

Place the ends of the handles under folded hem, flip 

handle up, pin then stitch around the top of bag. Rein-

force at handles. See white stiches above. 

Fold top including strap down 1 1/2 “ .  
Pin strap up. Stitch all around  
top of bag. 
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The body of the bag is @18” x  36” folded in half. (Our fabric varies in sizes) 

UPcycleMN Bottom seam 

Watch on YouTube!  
(Many instructional videos are  

available and are pretty close to  
these instructions!) 

Type in Boomerang Bag videos 

To make handles, press flat, fold in half 

the long way and press it, zig zag or 

serge the edge. Or sew right sides to-

gether and turn it inside out.  



bags   

Take-n-Sew Kit  
Help eliminate single use plastic bags  
Directions and fabric to make bags inside. 

*use them over and over just like a Boomerang   
*return finished bags to where you picked up the kit 

* give them away! 

Our labels are printed and       
donated by Larson’s Printing.  

Please thank them! 
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This fabric has been generously donated 
by: 

 
________________________________ 

THANKS 


